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Context for the vision

•

By creating these documents for
Hounslow, Feltham, Brentford and
Chiswick town centres, we can build
a plan, based on all the stakeholders’
ambitions, and support the right kinds
of developments. By having a vision in
place we will be better placed to attract
investment and funding to make the
plans happen.

•

This document sets out a set of draft
themes to identify the future priorities
for each town centre - do you agree with
these ideas?

•

•

The longer term impact of the COVID-19
pandemic is still emerging, however
the borough is expected to continue
to perform well and grow into the
future. There are a number of strategic
challenges that will shape future
economic growth across the town
centres within the borough:
• The future of air travel and Heathrow
Airport
• The changing nature of retail
• The impact of COVID on leisure
• The evolving nature of workspace
• Demand for industrial and distribution
space
• The impact of Brexit
• Changes to the planning system
including Permitted Development and
Use Classes.
These strategic challenges will have
differing impacts on the four town
centres across the borough.

•

Hounslow has shown strong economic
performance in recent years and prior to
the COVID-19 pandemic it was the third
fastest growing London Borough.
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We want our town centres to evolve,
thrive and innovate in order to meet
current and future challenges, but we
must strive for more. A modern town
centre can play its part in mitigating
climate change, economic inequality
and even social injustice. All the while,
we must never lose sight of existing
town centre communities and adapting
to welcoming new ones. We want to
support grassroot community projects
and strong public-private partnerships,
attracting investment and funding.
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Economic performance and
strategic challenges

•

Why are we creating these vision
documents?
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Borough-wide priorities
Delivering the Climate
Emergency Action Plan

Improving residents’
health and well being

Creating attractive and
well-designed centres

Providing flexible town
centres and economies
that work for everyone

•

Establish our centres as part of the
‘15-minute city’ with shops, jobs and
services accessible in 15 minutes on
foot, by bike or public transport.

•

Invest in our towns’ open spaces to give
people decent access to nature, with
a range of spaces including growing
space.

•

Recognise the fantastic heritage of
our town centres and celebrate this
by raising the profile and providing
information on these.

•

Adjust our town centres to respond to
changing shopping patterns, with a
greater mix of cultural, community, work
spaces and homes alongside shops.

•

Improve local walking and cycling routes
and infrastructure to support this.

•

•

Explore lighting opportunities for
landmark buildings within our centres.

•

•

Green our town centres to provide shade
and drainage and improve air quality
and biodiversity, making use of green
roofs, walls and SUDs.

Incorporate activities for all ages in
centres and spaces such as play,
running routes, gyms and skate parks.

•

Ensure that new development responds
to the character of our town centres,
with planning applications looking
beyond their site boundary at the wider
context.

Support local markets and explore popup shops in empty units. Establish
click and collect facilities in centres and
dedicated areas for takeaway drivers.

•

Invest in the public realm to make our
town centres places to meet and spend
time, aside from simply shopping.

•

•

•

Make new town centre homes highly
energy efficient and factor in the
embodied carbon of existing buildings
when considering redevelopment.
Further develop our recycling schemes
for town centre businesses, homes and
in public spaces, to keep waste down
and our town centres clean and tidy.
Design new buildings to be adaptable
over time so that they can respond to
changing habits and their embodied
energy is not wasted.

•

•

•

•

Improve access to waterways near the
centres, and make these waterside
routes safe and comfortable.
Improve access to and raise the profile
of community services in our centres.
Create sociable centres with gathering
spaces - outdoor seating, pop-up spaces,
markets and open library areas.
Support residents to walk and cycle for
short journeys and invest in the public
realm to make these trips more pleasant.
Work with the network of amazing
community groups operating across our
town centres.

•

Encourage creative reinterpretations of
our traditional Georgian, Victorian and
Art Deco buildings.

•

Support small businesses through
flexible and affordable space that can
encourage collaboration.

•

Explore opportunities for events that
celebrate the craft, making and historic
industries of our town centres.

•

Support connections between our local
business and education establishments.

•

Partner with creative and engineering
business in the borough to provide
internships and job opportunities for our
young people.

•

Make our town centres comfortable and
attractive places for people to walk and
spend time, with public spaces and
greenery.

Chiswick

Big ideas for Chiswick

1

Integrating
workspaces into town
centre life

2

A flourishing local 		
centre with a mixed 		
offer

Make best use of Chiswick’s strategic
location as a high skill commuter
hub and embed workspaces and
professional services in the social and
economic fabric of the town centre.

Better define the retail core and
support a diversity of mixed uses,
including promoting communication,
collaboration and innovation within
Chiswick.

Example projects might include:

Example projects might include:

•

•

•

•

A forum for major, SME and micro
businesses to explore synergies and
opportunities for better integration.and
collaboration.

•

Workspace and creative industries map
of the town centre, with enhanced
wayfinding, lighting and signage
between train stations and workspaces.

•

A ladder of flexible workspace with
affordable co-working space to support
community-led initatives; and larger
spaces for residents no longer travelling
into central London everyday.
Creating a stronger link between those
working in local workplace anchors and
the offer of the town centre e.g. dining
and cinema after work.

•

•

An informal network between retailers,
traders, businesses and community
groups to agree and deliver shared
objectives e.g. events.
Marketing that promotes Chiswick
as a local and regional destination for
shopping, theatre, comedy, leisure,
entertainment, eating and drinking,
through the daytime into late evening.
Innovative programme of town centre
interventions that test ideas developed
within and for the benefit of Chiswick.
A market stall strategy that engages all
stakeholders and helps deliver policies
and infrastructure for both markets and
community events.

3

Enhancing 			
Chiswick’s civic 		
identity and role

A network of high quality civic
buildings and spaces for people,
embedded in the social fabric of
Chiswick, reimagining the function of
public assets and spaces for the 21st
century.

“Thriving town
centre with
independent
shops to lend
distinctiveness for
local community”

“Free moving
traffic, cycle
friendly but not
at the expense
of pedestrians”

Example projects might include:
•

Investing in Chiswick library and the
Town Hall to reimagine and adapt their
role in the town centre e.g. affordable
community workspace.

•

Connecting local heritage and culture
with the town centre e.g. a map of local
destinations, improved advertising
and signposting in the town centre to
Hogarth House and Chiswick House.

•

A new health centre bringing a wider
range of high quality health services into
the community, improving the corner of
Dolman Road and Fisher’s Lane.

•

A town centre for pedestrians with a
public realm that has safe and healthy
places to gather, sit and socialise.

“Make the
Flower Market
a permanent
fixture and
expand along
the High Road”

Big ideas for Chiswick

4

A network of
natural spaces and 			
connections

5

A compact, layered
and characterful 		
town centre

Enhance connections between green
spaces within the town, deliver pocket
parks and greening along key routes
and establish stronger links to the river.

Set the standard for compact and high
quality design, building on Chiswick’s
identity as a town layered with history
and eras of development.

Example projects might include:

Example projects might include:

•

Improved wayfinding between the
town centre, nearby parks and the River
Thames, greening these routes with
planting and nature.

•

Development that enhances the
character of the High Road, enhancing
ground floors and replacing poor quality
single storey shops.

•

A network of playable streets and spaces
across the town centre, encouraging fun
and social life e.g. hopscotch and pocket
parks.

•

A community-led exercise to identify
positive components of Chiswick’s
built character to help inform new
development and best practice.

•

Investing in the public realm to create
safe places and unpick pedestrian and
cycle barriers to key destinations e.g.
Turnham Green Terrace to Acton Lane.

•

•

A landscape strategy that reinforces
Chiswick’s distinctive planting mix and
toolkit for the community to deliver and
maintain greening in the town centre.

Making best use of limited available
space, using a design-led process
to create compact but high quality
buildings and spaces that add to the
character of the town centre.

•

All proposals to engage positively with
the Hounslow Design Review Panel and
community to ensure quality.

“A town centre
that supports
the creative
and cultural
ambitions of its
residents”

“Closing Turnham
Green Terrace
for through
traffic had led to
reduced use of
the shops here”

“Something
for all ages teenagers and
elderly having
fun and engaging
in social life”

“Staying more
local, shopping
more local,
working more
local”

“ It’s unique.
We love it!”

“Communities
watching out for
each other”

Example projects

Protecting Playgrounds (Groundwork Greater Manchester)

Protecting Playgrounds, Manchester

Made in Shoreditch: Artist Workspace (Shoreditch Town Hall)

Made in Shoreditch, Shoreditch

Dickens Yard (JTP)

Dickens Yard, Ealing

The project tests the use of hedges with different
species mix, density, height and leaf shape in
order to find the most effective Nature Based
Solution to act as a green barrier around school
playgrounds and reduce the most harmful airborne
pollutants. Pupils receive training to record air
pollution samples and input data. A similar
approach could be deployed in parts of the High
Road to help improve air quality and improve
health and wellbeing.

200 free desk space slots have been made
available to artists in Shoreditch Town Hall
committee rooms. Desk spaces can be booked
for a day or week at a time, benefiting from
a dedicated and safe communal working
environment, interaction with other artists,
and advice sessions with Town Hall staff. This
approach could be trialled in Chiswick Town
Hall or Library to test the need for community
workspace.

Dickens Yard is a former car park located in the
centre of Ealing. It is a high density, mixed-use
scheme that uses a design-led approach to make
the best use of available space, responds to the
nearby Grade I listed town hall and Ealing Town
Centre Conservation Area, as well as framing
views towards the Grade II* listed Christ the
Saviour church. This thoughtful approach could
inspire new development in Chiswick town centre.

Relevant big ideas

Relevant big ideas

Relevant big ideas

Your vision
Town centre boundary
Train station

Gunnersbury
Triangle
Nature Reserve

Reimagining civic uses
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Unlocking pedestrian and cycle connections
to destinations

NS

Wayﬁnding and signage

SUT

Greening streets and spaces
Shopping core of town centre

VO

Community-led innovations and interventions
Playable streets and spaces

A4

Mixed use core of town centre
Improving ground ﬂoors and adding levels
to single storeys

Hogarth
House

High quality design making best use of
available space
Public realm improvements that support
pedestrian social life
Improved primary walking and cycling
routes
Improved secondary walking and cycling
routes
Greening walking and cycling routes
between natural spaces
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New community health centre

AVE

Have we missed anything that should
be emphasised in the vision?

Turnham
Green

A mixed town centre with dining, culture,
entertainment on offer

KES

•

Can you think of any projects that would
be quick or easy to deliver to improve
the town centre in the short term?
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•

What do you think is the priority project
for improving the town centre?
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•

Which themes/priorities do you think
are the most important for Chiswick?

A programme of markets

DOLMAN ROA
D
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•

How supportive are you of each of the
priorities for the town centre?

Making more of heritage assets

AD

Chiswick
Common
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Workspaces

Please fill in the Citizenspace
questionnaire and let us know....

SO
FISHER’S LANE

Key

AC

The plan on this page summarises some
of the key spatial priorities for the town
centre. Over the next few weeks we will be
refining these plans and ideas using your
feedback.

Acton Green
Common

TURNHAM GREEN
TERRACE

Chiswick
Business Park

Chiswick House
and Gardens

Homefield
Recreation
Ground

